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WELCOME TO CITYSENSE
WHERE IT’S ALL IN THE NAME; we are experts in creating a total experience through
stimulation of all the senses! An exclusive venue in the heart of Utrecht, with all logistic
conveniences within reach. CitySense contributes in an innovative way to the guest
experiences, ultimately with the aim to enhance your message and / or concept.
WITH A PASSIONATE TEAM, we have the mission to show our added value to every event and

client. From the first acquaintance, until the moment your guests walk out of the door. Through our
personal approach we understand your goals and what you want to achieve with your event. Make
our day by sharing your bold ideas and wishes, it makes our hearts beat faster!

OUR SMALL BUT DRIVEN TEAM, with together more than 50 years of event experience, can
guide, service and advise you professionally for every part of your event.

Dimitri Chalos

Linda van Haren

CITYSENSE IS THE HIDDEN GEM OF UTRECHT: a special, events, dinner and party venue

that exceeds every expectation. Seeing, smelling, feeling, tasting and hearing we do every day.
At CitySense we go one step step further. We introduce guests to 7th Sense and take them into the
modern world of visualisation. Our 20 meter widescreen, aroma installation with fragrance menu
and open show kitchen contribute to this.

FEEL WELCOME FOR AN INTRODUCTION and experience this hidden gem. A cup of fresh

Vascobelo coffee is ready for you.

KIND REGARDS, TEAM CITYSENSE

Rosalie Bayer

Nick Winkel
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CONTACT & ADDRESS

VENUE
We are located in the former Jacobi Theater on the St. Jacobsstraat in Utrecht. Since
November 2012 we have been facilitating (business) events for various clients with great
passion and dedication. Professionalism, quality, hospitality and co-creation with the
customer define our way of work.

THE KEY TO SUCCESS OF CITYSENSE

We believe that a successful meeting falls or stands with the correct use of all elements. The
20-meter wide (interactive) screen has a key role. In combination with our advanced LED light and
sound system, integrated fragrance system, hospitable eventprofessionals and tasteful catering
from our open show kitchen, every event becomes an experience! CitySense is a Turnkey location
which means that all basic requirements for a stylish event with full impact are present.

TURNKEY

•
•
•

Exclusivity of the venue
Basic lighting- (LED), sound system and 12m2 stage included
Stylish furniture, bar and open show kitchen included

SENSES

• 20 Meter widescreen with high tech beamers for high impact presentation and / or

atmospheric décor
a customised background image on our widescreen has strong influence on the guests
first impression of the meeting
• Scent installation with a wide range of aroma’s to choose from (reinforces concept)
• TIP: please look into the effects scents that we provide have on the brain, because it REALLY
works
• Open kitchen for live experience food

• TIP:

ACCESSIBILITY

• Utrecht Central 7 minutes walk
• Bus stop in front of the door
• La Vie parking 2 minutes walk, Parking Paardenveld 4 minutes walk, we can provide exit cards

at a reduced rate
Make sure you mention the parking garage on the invitation and guide the walking route
from there to the venue, this saves the guests time!
• Accessible by boat 4 minutes walk

• TIP:

BRANDEVENTS
In CitySense a Brand Event is guaranteed to be a success.
The venue can easily be transformed into YOUR venue, where all the
tools to focus on your brand are stylishly and subtly integrated.
Our experienced and creative team loves to assist you in the concept
fase, so we ensure we use every asset the venue and our staff have
to offer to exceed your goals.

FACTS & INSPIRATION

• Capacity up to 350 people standing, up to 200 people seated
• Profile your brand, starting from outside at the entrance
• The main area can be devided by see through curtains for a perfect fit for
any group size

• Personalise to company style by using images, light, scent, decor and food
• Show elements are provided
• TIP: we always look for opportunities to enhance focus on your brand
identity, also in food and drinks… we don’t do standard!

• Exclusivity of the venue
• We can tailor the styling of our staff to your corporate identity or theme

PARTY
For a sparkling party, or for a relaxed and corporate reception,
CitySense is the perfect place! All required components such as
(moving) lights, soundsystem, eye-catching bar and furniture are
included in our venue. In addition, our 20-meter widescreen offers
a perfect thematic decor for your corporate or themed party and
VJ’s have the tools to make the party unforgettable. Themes
such as Full Moon, Las Vegas, Black and White, Burlesque,
Oktoberfest, Disco, Christmas, Ibiza style, etc. can be
instantly realised. We love to support and advise
you to plan your party and give your guests the full
experience! Our lounge area is very suitable to
position entertainment or to maintain as a quiet
area.

FACTS & INSPIRATION

• Capacity up to 400 guests
• The main area can be devided by see through
curtains for a perfect fit for any group size

• Personalisation of the entire location in a theme or

company atmosphere
A VJ will make our widescreen come to live and
has major impact!
• Audio- and lighting system included
• Personalise by company style or theme by image, light, scents,
decor and food
• We can tailor the styling of our staff to your corporate identity or theme

• TIP:

BUSINESS MEETINGS
By choosing a venue where it’s all about total experiences, your
message will have more impact and the guest will stay longer!
CitySense can be of great added value for the content of your event.
CitySense offers you all the possibilities to stimulate all senses of
your guests and to make your seminar or training unique.

FACTS & INSPIRATION

• Capacity up to 200 people plenary (sit down)
• Personalise to company style by using images, light, scent, decor and food
• 20 m eter widescreen for presentations, conference calls and high impact
film

• Fragrance installation to intensify your theme, reinforcing your goal
• TIP: peppermint fragrance keeps your guests extra alert, citrus scent
enhances the feeling of trust

• Fresh Vascobelo coffee, essential for a sharp day program
• TIP: Do you require an inspirational speaker? We are happy to advise
you!

CULINAIRY
CitySense is specialised in the organisation
of unique events with their own character,
look & feel and message. You are also at
the right address for the ultimate taste
experience. In the culinary field, we are also
very experienced and we work flexible so we
can create the perfect match between one of
our professional culinary partners and the client.
This way we offer the best, perfectly tailored to your
concept! The chefs love to work from our open kitchen to
create the live experience!

FACTS & INSPIRATION

• Capacity; sitdown up to 170 people, walking and street food dinner up to
350 people

• Custom made menu with the perfect culinairy partner
• Hospitality with the capital H and welcoming smile
• Sustainable and local food wherever possible
• Breakfast, lunch, drinks, dinner and beyond
• Customised drinks, incl cocktails, fresh smoothies and always

complementary infused waters
subconsciously trick your guests, let them smell chocolate
fragrance (via the aroma system) and serve a warm dish that fits chocolate
perfectly. 90% of the taste is determined by smell
• Smell and taste go hand in hand ... we can intergrade this into the food
program

• TIP:

ENTERTAINMENT
A day full of experiences is completed with the right musical setting
and possibly other entertainment! We assist and / or advise you in
this area where required. Depending on your program, wishes and
budget, we can always find a match that takes your event to the next
level. Below are some examples of popular acts;

FACTS & INSPIRATION

• Live music; from an acoustic duo to a 9 person band
• Dj; for every kind of occasion with a set list fully adapted to your wishes
and guests profile

• VJ; with such an impressive widescreen, a VJ is a must
during a party night or awardshow

• Hostesses / Hosts can be a part of the

entertainment you offer your guests, because
they can deliver that first smile dressed in
style of the theme
• Photo booth, photographer, polaroid girls
• Sand artist
• Food artist with edible canvas
• Casinos
• Make over corner
• Robots
• Dance acts
• (Full moon party) Bodypainting
• LED dancefloor
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• Total judgment
• Venue
• Service & advice
• Preparation and communication
• Professionality
• Quality
• Catering
• Audiovisual technology
• Staff
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Sint Jacobsstraat 12
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+31(0) 30 231 34 34
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www.citysense-utrecht.nl

